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Noga Collins has more than 9 years of experience teaching the Singapore approach to students in grades K-8. Working as both a software engineer and a math teacher, she has been instrumental in helping aspiring charter schools write their math proposals.

Available for initial and in-depth teacher training, as well as teacher development, Collins also works with math coaches, curriculum specialists, administrators, teacher aids, and substitute teachers. She performs classroom observations, assessments, evaluations and trouble shooting, and helps with every aspect of implementation, including defining targets, designing road maps, setting time tables, planning and more. Her five-part training course for elementary school teachers is just one part of the comprehensive training she offers, and she also offers curriculum consulting services.

She is also available for training individuals interested in tutoring, running an after-school program, and parents helping in the classroom or with their own kids at home.

Collins believes a Singapore Math® curriculum is a great curriculum, however it will only be as good as the teachers who teach in the classroom. It is her goal that teachers will be well trained in the concepts, strategies, methods, skills and rigor which are an integral part of the Singapore approach. Collins is available for training in Oregon and Southern Washington.